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Abstract

The Stepwise Fitting Procedure automates testing of alternative hypotheses used for fitting Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) models to observation
reference data (Mackinson et al. 2009). The calibration of EwE model predictions to observed data is important to evaluate any model that will
be used for ecosystem based management. Thus far, the model fitting procedure in EwE has been carried out manually: a repetitive task involving
setting >1000 specific individual searches to find the statistically ‘best fit’ model. The novel fitting procedure automates the manual procedure
therefore producing accurate results and lets the modeller concentrate on investigating the ‘best fit’ model for ecological accuracy.
c⃝ 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Motivation and significance3

Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) is an ecological modelling4

software suite that is freely accessible with over 6000 registered5

6
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users from 164 countries [1,2]. It is used to build models of 7

marine and freshwater as well as terrestrial ecosystems. Eco- 8

path describes energy flows through a trophic web of func- 9

tional groups. Ecosim provides a time-dynamic simulation of 10

the ecosystem, with key initial parameters inherited from the 11

base Ecopath model [1]. 12

The calibration of Ecosim models by fitting model predic- 13

tions to time series reference data (observations) is important, 14

as it evaluates the assumptions made when parameterising 15

the Ecopath model [3]. The model fitting procedure tests a 16
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Table 1
The eight alternative hypotheses and changing factors parameterised and compared by the Stepwise Fitting Procedure. ✓and
✗ indicate if a factor is included and not included respectively.

Hypothesis Fishing data Trophic effects (Vulnerabilities) PP anomaly

Baseline ✗ ✗ ✗

Baseline and trophic effects ✗ ✓ ✗

Baseline and PP anomaly ✗ ✗ ✓

Baseline, trophic effects and PP anomaly ✗ ✓ ✓

Fishing ✓ ✗ ✗

Fishing and trophic effects ✓ ✓ ✗

Fishing and PP anomaly ✓ ✗ ✓

Fishing, trophic effects and PP anomaly ✓ ✓ ✓

combination of hypotheses, to assess the top-down and bottom-1

up controls on the time series dynamics. Vulnerability parame-2

ters, indicating the strength of the interaction between predators3

and prey, and/or an anomaly primary production (PP) function4

that represent an unknown function that can play a bottom-up5

control on the ecosystem [4]. Vulnerability parameters and a PP6

function are estimated using an optimisation search routine in7

Ecosim which reduces the sum of squares difference between8

the predicted and observed data. The effects of top-down con-9

trols (e.g. fishing) and bottom-up controls (e.g. primary produc-10

tivity) depend on how the various model ecosystem components11

interact [3].12

The Ecosim fitting procedure has previously been a manual13

process using the ‘fit to time series’ search interface within14

EwE [1]. This involves setting up individual searches where15

specific conditions apply, including selecting specific time16

series to be enabled or disabled (e.g. with and without fishing),17

thus searching for best fits with and without fishing. It further18

involves selecting which search to carry out; vulnerability, PP19

anomaly or both. The number of parameters to be estimated in20

the search also needs to be set, and a sensitivity search is needed21

to determine which vulnerability parameters must be estimated.22

The set-up of one search therefore needs to be repeated23

depending on the number of parameters that can be estimated24

and hypotheses being tested. This repetitive task increases the25

chances of human error. In a large model such as the model of26

the West Coast of Scotland [5], which contains 48 time series of27

catch or biomass that can be used to estimate fitting parameters,28

either through vulnerability, PP anomaly or vulnerability plus29

PP anomaly searches, the number of searches to be run becomes30

substantial. The fitting procedure assumes that the 48 time31

series are independent, but that each data point in the time series32

are not, thus we can estimate 47 parameters: 2–23 PP spline33

points (for smoothing the primary production anomaly over the34

23 years of the time series) or 47 vulnerabilities, which leads35

to 1658 possible combinations to be tested. Previously, manual36

fitting of the West Coast of Scotland model varied only each37

5th combination (i.e. 5, 10, 15 vulnerabilities, 5, 10, 15 spline38

points etc.) in [5] to reduce the repetitive nature of the task. The39

fitting procedure developed here gives ecosystem modellers the40

opportunity to test all fitting combinations with accuracy and41

speed, and thus allows focus on the analyses of results.42

2. Software description 43

The novel Stepwise Fitting Procedure presented here auto- 44

mates the Ecosim model fitting procedure described in [3] and 45

used by [4,5]. As [3] states it is convention and good prac- 46

tice to explore different search strategies for parameterisations 47

that best explain the observation data to find the best-fit model. 48

The automated procedure focuses on the impact of fishing, 49

changes in the predator–prey dynamics (predation vulnerabil- 50

ity settings), changes in primary production (PP), and all of the 51

above [3]. A high level view of the stepwise fitting procedure is 52

shown in Fig. 1. Eight alternative hypotheses are parameterised 53

and compared. A more detailed description of the eight types of 54

hypotheses can be found in [5] and are outlined for convenience 55

in Table 1 which presents the factors which are included in each 56

hypothesis. 57

The fitting procedure determines all the alternative hypothe- 58

ses that may describe the observation data in equal measure and 59

finds the ‘best-fit’ model. The alternative hypotheses are calcu- 60

lated by the fitting procedure from the maximum number of 61

parameters that can be estimated (m − 1) [6]. The maximum 62

number of estimated parameters m is calculated by the proce- 63

dure from the total number of loaded time series of type: rela- 64

tive biomass, total mortality, catch and average weight [6]. Here 65

we assume that all the time series data are independent but that 66

each data point in the time series are not independent from the 67

other data points in that series. The hypotheses are listed as fit- 68

ting iterations in the user interface of the stand-alone version 69

(Fig. 2). 70

The fitting procedure calculates the total number of 71

iterations for each hypothesis by calculating all combinations 72

of number of parameters estimated (K ) based on m and/or the 73

maximum number of spline points. For example, if m = 3 then 74

for the hypothesis “Baseline and trophic effects” the procedure 75

would calculate 3 iterations where the value of K will be 1, 76

2 and 3 in each of the iterations. All forcing data including 77

absolute biomass, forced biomass, time forcing data, effort data 78

by gear type, fishing mortality, forced total mortality and forced 79

catch time series are disabled in baseline iterations [6]. There is 80

the option to include and enable absolute biomass time series 81

to the calculation of m and to include these time series in 82

baseline iterations. If a forcing function is applied to the PP 83

in the model, anomaly and vulnerability plus anomaly iteration 84

searches will be calculated and shown in the iteration list of the 85

fitting procedure user interface. The spline point step size can 86
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Fig. 1. Activity diagram of the workflow of the Stepwise Fitting Procedure.

Fig. 2. The Stepwise Fitting Procedure user interface highlights the best fit iteration of the West of Scotland model.

also be set, with the default value set at 1. Before each iteration1

search is started the vulnerabilities and PP anomaly are reset by2

the procedure.3

The fitting procedure was created to automate and assist4

in finding a ‘best-fit’ model. The ‘best-fit’ model is found5

and determined by the minimum difference between model 6

predictions to time series observations using the weighted 7

sum of squared differences (SS) and the Akaike Information 8

Criterion (AIC) [7], which penalises for fitting too many param- 9

eters based on the number of time series available for estimating 10
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the SS. The formula used for the AIC is defined as:1

AI C = n · log (minSS/n) + 2K (1)2

where n is calculated by the fitting procedure as the total3

number of observations, or time series values, from the loaded4

times series of type: relative biomass, total mortality, catch5

and average weight. minSS is the minimum sum of squares6

calculated by the algorithm, and K is the number of parameters7

estimated. In addition the procedure also calculates the8

AICc [8], to address small sample size. The AICc is defined as:9

AI Cc = AI C + 2K · (K − 1) / (n − K − 1) . (2)10

The fitting procedure calculates these values for each iteration11

and identifies the best-fit by the iteration which has the lowest12

AICc value.13

The number of possible vulnerabilities that can be estimated14

are often significantly more than that of the data available to15

constrain the model, thus it is imperative to test the vulnerabili-16

ties that affect the most detectable change [3]. Before each itera-17

tion search is started a sensitivity search of sum of squares (SS)18

to the vulnerability parameters is carried out to find which of the19

vulnerability parameters creates the largest change on the SS,20

and therefore the most sensitive vulnerability parameters are21

used in the iteration search. The fitting procedure interface gives22

the choice to search by predator or predator/prey for all itera-23

tions, as is also the case in the search interface within EwE [1].24

A variety of output results for further analysis can be chosen25

from the fitting procedure user interface: these are; no results,26

Ecosim results (similar to all the output results obtained from27

a usual Ecosim run), aggregated results (a smaller sub group of28

Ecosim results which include biomass, yield, mortality, vulner-29

abilities and anomaly shape) and both Ecosim and aggregated.30

Once all iteration searches are completed a csv file of the runs31

and fitting results is produced. Ecosim results are stored in sep-32

arately named iteration folders. Aggregated results are stored33

in one folder and the file names identify the providence of the34

results. Anomaly shape results for all iteration searches are also35

stored in one csv file when Ecosim or aggregated result output36

is selected.37

The fitting procedure can be used in three ways: command38

line, stand-alone and as an integrated plug-in within the EwE39

software suite. Iteration searches in the stand-alone version are40

faster than that of the integrated version. The stand-alone ver-41

sion has a user interface (Fig. 2) and has all the functionality of42

the integrated plug-in. The integrated plug-in will be available43

in the next release of the EwE software suite due for release in44

February 2016.45

3. Example of the automated model fitting procedure46

3.1. Iteration numbers and run times47

The West Coast of Scotland model [5] is used as an example48

to demonstrate the fitting procedure. As stated previously there49

are 48 time series of catch or biomass, and therefore the fitting50

procedure calculates that a maximum of 47 parameters can be51

estimated. These parameters can be either vulnerabilities or PP52

spline points (up to the number of years in the time series). 53

Thus 2–23 spline points (as there are 23 years in the time 54

series, and one cannot have less than 2 spline points) or 47 55

vulnerabilities and a combination of these are possible. The 56

fitting procedure calculates the number of observations (n in 57

the AIC formula) in the time series as 1063 and that there is in 58

total 1658 iteration searches. There is 829 iteration runs for both 59

Baseline and Fishing. The time taken for the fitting procedure 60

to complete all iteration runs was approximately 3.5 days. The 61

number of different search iterations and the time taken for the 62

fitting procedure to complete each are shown in Table 2. 63

3.2. Results 64

The fitting procedure user interface highlights the best fit 65

model (the iteration with the lowest AICc value) which in this 66

case includes fishing and 39 vulnerabilities and 7 PP anomaly 67

spline points as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 presents the AICc Q2 68

result output for all iteration searches. This shows a comparison 69

between the baseline and fishing iterations. Baseline (without 70

fishing) iterations have higher AICc values than fishing 71

iterations which indicates that fishing is the main driver in this 72

ecosystem. Although the fitting procedure can produce various 73

output results, in the case of the West Coast of Scotland model, 74

aggregated result output was selected. The fitting procedure can 75

assist in the analysis of results by providing output that can be 76

easily converted into different visualisations. 77

4. Impact 78

This fitting procedure will aid in the analysis of a variety of 79

EwE models implemented by the high number of worldwide 80

EwE registered users and encourage new users to the EwE soft- 81

ware. The fitting procedure automates the Ecosim model fitting 82

procedure described by calculating all alternative hypotheses 83

and suggests the ‘best-fit’ model. This procedure is useful for 84

exploratory analysis. It allows for broad exploration of the pa- 85

rameter space and can be useful if the drivers of the system 86

are not clearly elucidated. This procedure will help identify key 87

drivers in the system. The quality of the results obtained by this 88

procedure is dependent on the quality and quantity of data used 89

in the fitting and best practice in the parameterisation of the 90

initial Ecopath with Ecosim modelling [3,8]. 91

The choice in ‘best-fit’ model is still subjective as it only 92

reflects the statistical fit, therefore the user should take care in 93

selecting the best model on the basis of its fit to data, support- 94

ing ecological knowledge and reasoned justification [3]. There 95

are other parameters within an Ecosim model that could also be 96

estimated to find the ‘best-fit’ model such as the diet matrix [9] 97

which the fitting procedure does not deal with and the user 98

should also consider. In addition, this procedure does not ad- 99

dress the issue of confirmatory analysis. Here the user assumes 100

that the data is perfect and observation error is not resolved. For 101

truly confirmatory analyses, suitable for management advice to 102

policy makers, a limited number a priori candidate hypotheses 103

should be tested (i.e. only a limited number of parameters esti- 104

mated) and compared to see which hypothesis explains the data 105
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Table 2
The number of iterations and time taken to complete for each of the 8 alternative hypotheses of the West Coast of Scotland model. The stand-alone version of the
fitting procedure was run on a PC running Windows 7 with an i7 core and 8 GB RAM.

Hypothesis No. of iterations Time (min) No. of parameters estimated

Baseline 1 1 0
Baseline and trophic effects (vulnerabilities) 47 82 1–47
Baseline and PP anomaly 22 9 2–23
Baseline and trophic effects (vulnerabilities) and PP anomaly 759 2333 a

Fishing 1 2 0
Fishing and trophic effects (vulnerabilities) 47 139 1–47
Fishing and PP anomaly 22 31 2–23
Fishing, trophic effects (vulnerabilities) and PP anomaly 759 2672 a

a A combination of vulnerabilities and spline points up to the maximum number of estimated parameters (47).

best. Thus, running the automated stepwise fitting procedure1

should not be used without forethought.2

As stated by [3] the key strength of the procedure is that it3

allows users to explore a range of possible ecological mech-4

anisms that may contribute to ecosystem changes on decadal5

scales. Automating what was before a manual ad-hoc procedure6

reduces human error and accelerates the fitting process. Reduc-7

ing the occurrences for human error will give more confidence8

in the results produced. Speeding up this repetitive process will9

give more time for explorative analysis of results and choosing10

the best model. This will help produce better models that will11

help guide policy makers.12

5. Future work13

This procedure uses a specific formulation of the AIC which14

is based on the work done by [3] and it balances model fit15

against overparameterisation. However, it is probably more16

suited to univariate analysis as it penalises the incorporation of17

too many time series or too long a time series, while in man-18

ual fitting more and longer time series data help constrain the19

model. Thus in future it would be useful to incorporate the like-20

lihood formulation of the AIC as used by [10] or other multi-21

variate model formulations. In addition the specific estimation22

of K in this program is based on the number of time series in-23

cluded, not the number of data points, as we assume that a time24

series is autocorrelated. This might be an assumption too far,25

and in future the value of K could be decided by the user, and26

not calculated by the procedure.27

In addition, in EwE it is possible to weight the time series28

used for fitting based on its quality [11] and these weightings29

could be included in future programs, or these could be varied30

to undertake an ensemble approach to fitting EwE models.31

6. Conclusion32

The Stepwise Fitting Procedure automates testing of33

alternative hypotheses used for fitting EwE models to34

observation data [3]. The fitting procedure allows users to easily35

explore a range of possible ecological mechanisms that may36

contribute to ecosystem changes. It will assist in the knowledge37

of empirical investigations and help confront data issues [3].38

The main benefit the fitting procedure provides is reducing the39

occurrences of human error and aids in finding the ‘best-fit’40

Fig. 3. The AICc values for all iteration searches. The red line indicates
baseline values and the blue line indicates fishing iteration values. The x-axis
is the order in which the fitting procedure carried out the iterations, which was
the same for both baseline and fishing. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

model. This allows the user to concentrate on the ecological 41

reasoning behind the model parameters and the justification of 42

the ‘best fit’ model rather than on the model fitting procedure 43

itself. 44
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